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Abstract
Outsourcing is leading to more and more complex industrial organizations. This can be attributed to the fact that several decisions centres interact. As a consequence, changes in customers-suppliers relationships can be noticed. In recent years, these relations have strongly evolved to lead to better internal management of each partner and a better general performance to satisfy customers. These evolutions created a new approach of the relations between companies, called ‘industrial partnership’, in the form of a network. Networks induce a need at customers-suppliers relation control level. The contribution and participation of each of the partners are thus fundamental to make Supply Chain Management (SCM) a successful project. The control system of each actor partner must thus be adaptable enough to satisfy the production requirements. Our contribution to the improvement of customers-suppliers relationship is a decentralized self-organized control model. In this model, the decision system manages a group of actors’ operations who are in a partnership (part of companies network). In this paper, we, particularly discuss a process for the evaluation of the suppliers network.
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1 Introduction
The pressure of globalization, competition, reduced cycle times and increasing complexity have forced many to search for new forms of organizations, in particular to meet the increasing needs for responsiveness. Today, the customer is placed at the centre of the organisation. This is a long-term task, which requires not only the implementation of new customer-oriented processes, but also a modification of ways of thinking. This is part of what is called ‘supply chain management’. (Johannessen and Solem 2002) discuss how changing logistics organizations are viewed within various ideologies. The authors conclude that there is a need for improving the ability to deal with changes within logistics organizations. They also emphasise that this can be achieved by adopting new theoretical and practical perspectives into organizations’ established ideologies. To achieve the goal

\(^1\) Corresponding author.
of a company, this latter must control supply and demand in the economic system to which it belongs. The company is in relation with suppliers and customers, and the logistics of the company aim to optimize the relationships with upstream suppliers and downstream customers. The objective has been an improvement in the internal management of individual companies and in their shared performance in meeting the requirements of their customers. The customers-suppliers relationships are thus as essential to a company as its internal relationships.

The control of relationships among partner companies involves all the actions they develop together to achieve their common objectives and to react at the right time to any failure on the part of any one of the partners. A negotiation among partners is thus required involving the management and organization of each partner’s production. Several research fields can be subsequently identified: management of the demand, partnership with suppliers, processing of orders, planning, performance indicators, introduction of new products, information system, control of the industrial and logistic flows, selection of suppliers, etc. (Jayaraman et al. 1999, Bonnefous and Courtois 2001, Burlat et al. 2003, Gunasekaran and Ngai 2003). The control system of each actor partner must thus be adaptable enough to satisfy the requirements of production. For this reason, we have proposed a decentralized self-organized control model in which the decision system manages the operation of a group of actors who are in a partnership and part of a network of companies (Ounnar and Pujo 2001, 2005). (Davenport and Brooks 2004) explain that this type of relations was enhanced. Indeed, the SCM has always been a challenge of information integration. The idea is to allow everyone involved in the flow of goods to make decisions based on the latest and best information from everyone else, both upstream and downstream. Earlier supply chain software helped firms manage and analyze their logistical and inventory management processes, but they were not well-integrated in other applications. Now, more powerful and integrated packaged solutions, in many cases using the Internet, are suddenly putting supply chain excellence within the reach of virtually every company, and making it a competitive imperative for businesses of all sizes. The authors assume that in the future, demand and supply chain planning applications will be more closely linked through Enterprise Systems and will begin to interact in real time, the human interactions being involved becoming less frequent. Distributed solutions promise to use the power of networks to optimize processes. Optimal scheduling and allocation decisions emerge from the interaction of enterprise systems and
negotiate commitments based on costs, resource availability, lead times, and other variables.

The decentralized approach of the decision-making mechanisms that we have proposed is based on the increasing autonomy of the actors of a production system and on their capacity to communicate with the other actors for a better reactivity (Mekouiche et al. 2005). The concept of self-organization depends on the use of a decentralized decision structure (Pujo and Brun-Picard 2001) as well as taking into consideration the behaviour of each of the actors (decision centres). The general principle of order assignment is based on a mechanism of search for the best Response to a Call For Proposal (RCFP) diffused beforehand. The customer launches a Call For Proposal (CFP) to all the suppliers, either in the case of a normal situation of supplying or subcontracting of goods or services, or in the case of internal or external disturbances. The suppliers then begin to negotiate with each other. The solution that appears to be the most efficient, considering the evaluation criteria, will be adopted. In the proposal, the decentralized self-organized control model is based on the concept of holon (Koestler 1989). Holon is the decision-making centre associated with the production system of the entity. It allows a supplier to become an intelligent production unit able to operate in self-organization with other companies. These holons are organised in a flat holonic form (Bongaerts et al. 2000). A number of primitives seem to be functionally invariant for a holon, and they can be grouped together in three main modules.

**The Communication Module**, which ensures the exchange of messages through the network. The communication is structured around the communication protocol for sending messages, known as contract-net (Smith 1980).

**The Interaction Module**, which allows the assignment of orders to the various companies in the network. This module uses a generic mechanism of self-organization of the companies network to be controlled.

It is the performance module that quantitatively estimates the capacity of an entity to execute the CFP. By means of this estimation, the interaction module will position itself with regard to the propositions resulting from the other holons and will decide to accept or to refuse the CFP according to the improvements that occurred.

**The Performance Module**, which allows the evaluation of the CFP and its application. Each holon will
estimate its own capacity to respond to the CFP and will deduce its own performance, according to criteria common to all the holons. This performance allows a real differentiation of the order assignment solutions, since the intrinsic behaviour of each enterprise in the network is taken into account in real time. Companies have understood that, if they want to reduce total costs, they should not only make their suppliers compete with one another, but also improve the performances of the partnership they form with their suppliers. In the sequel, section two introduces AHP as the multi-criteria decision-making method chosen for this study. Section three builds up the system of criteria and indicators to apply the AHP method. Section four applies our findings to the example. Finally, in section five we state our conclusion and future works.

2 Suppliers evaluation processes

The objective of the process of evaluating suppliers is threefold: selecting suppliers who deliver low-cost products or services that meet the customers’ requirements, checking that the suppliers are reliable and that they satisfy the needs of the customer in terms of quality, quantity, delivery times, and so on, and also monitoring the ongoing relationship between the suppliers and the customer. Customers will have to optimize their own production and their relationships with their suppliers. Suppliers will have to position themselves in reply to the calls for proposals diffused by customers, and will have to demonstrate their capacity to utilize their assets for these customers. This section describes a process for the evaluation of suppliers network, which we have developed, and which is based on the 'Analytic Hierarchy Process' (AHP) method (Saaty 1980, Narasimhan 1983, Muralidharan et al. 2002, Rong et al. 2003). The method which is described in this paper has the advantage of leading to a more systematic evaluation of improvement opportunities.

2.1 How to decide which supplier will take the Call For Proposal?

Traditionally, the selection and evaluation of suppliers has been made by using a single criterion: product cost. Priority was assigned to the supplier who proposed the cheapest bid (D’Amours et al. 2001). Today, the selection of a supplier is made on the basis of multiple criteria and involves more than one person (Tan et al. 1998). The consideration of multiple conflicting objectives in a decision model has made the area of Multiple-Criteria Decision-Making (MCDM) very challenging (Muralidharan et al. 2002). A survey of methods using
multiple criteria (Ounnar 1999, Ounnar and Ladet 1999) has led the present authors to select a method called Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). AHP has advantages over other decision-making approaches (Vargas 1990, Wedley 1990) these include its ability to: (i) handle tangible and intangible attributes; (ii) structure the problems hierarchically to gain insights into the decision-making process; and (iii) monitor the consistency of the judgments of a decision-maker. The AHP was chosen as the multi-criteria method because of its capability to quantify and rank the alternatives using simple pair wise comparison of criteria (Harker 1989). The AHP has demonstrated robustness across a range of application domains (Saaty 1996). The AHP method was used for the supplier selection process and we can quote the contribution of (Narasimhan 1983, Nydick et al. 1992). The authors used this technique in order to classify the supplier and thus former an effective suppliers network. In our approach the AHP method is used, at the level of each supplier, in order to classify the CFPs the company can perform (Ounnar and Pujo 2005). Thus this multi-criteria method is used in order to choose, among several CFPs, the CFP which ensures the best performance for the company. If an other company provides a better performance according to this CFP, the company suppresses this CFP and uses AHP again in order to identify the next best CFP. AHP thus allows to classify the CFPs. The calculation of the performance is carried out for the CFP ranks first by the AHP method, for each supplier. It is then the interaction module which carries out the comparison of the performances with regard to a same CFP. The supplier having the best performance executes the CFP.

Thus, suppliers aim at evaluating their performance against a convenient call for proposal (the CFP ranked first by AHP). The first phase for the implementation of the multi-criteria algorithm based on AHP method is to derive an adequate system of indicators. Eventually, we are able to evaluate the performance of the call for proposal ranked first by each supplier.

2.2 Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP): A multi-criteria method

The AHP is a method for complex multi-criteria problems involving multiple quantitative and qualitative criteria. This process involves four phases:

**Phase 1: Building a hierarchical process for the decision-making problem:** this method helps decision-
makers to structure the significant components of a problem in a hierarchical structure. The hierarchy of the decision-making process is defined by a quadruplet \(<L1, L2, L3, L4>\), where: Level 1 (L1) = General Objective; Level 2 (L2) = Criteria; Level 3 (L3) = Indicators; Level 4 (L4) = Alternatives (Calls For Proposals).

We have used the following notations: \(Cr_k\) = Criterion k; \(I_{k,j}\) = Indicator j of \(Cr_k\); \(Al_i\) = Alternatives.

**Phase 2: Pair wise comparison of the elements of each built hierarchical level:** the central 'ingredient' of the AHP method is comparisons. The pair wise comparison evaluates the relative importance of two elements for the decision maker. The AHP method’s scale of value is used (Saaty 1980). The aim of this comparison is to specify the importance of a given element compared to another one. The comparison value is noted \(A[i,j]\), accordingly, \(A[j,i]=1/A[i,j]\) and \(A[i,i]=1\).

**Phase 3: Calculation of the relative weight between the elements of each two adjacent levels:** this phase allows the calculation of the relative importance vector of a level with regards to a higher level. This vector of relative importance expresses the elements ranking at the same level compared to each element of the higher level. In this phase, it is possible to check the coherence of the judgments. Thus, AHP supplies the decision-makers with an incoherent measure and allows the reduction of incoherence.

**Phase 4: Aggregation of the relative weights of the different hierarchical levels:** this phase provides classifications of the decision alternatives of the decision. It allows the calculation of the relative importance vector of the lowest level (alternatives) compared to the first level (general objective). This aggregation principle consists in carrying out matrix products. The final result is a classification of the alternatives that have been considered. Then, the supplier evaluates the best selected alternative (Call For Proposal).

Each supplier has this algorithm implemented in his decision centre thus the matrixes are filled by the supplier.

It is also necessary to highlight that the proposed approach does not exclude man’s contribution of human.

Human intervention is situated at several levels:

- Upstream, it is necessary to choose the criteria and indicators which are used in the performance evaluation of the suppliers. This choice is established by the partnership. In our study, there are five criteria. These criteria,
which are the most commonly used to evaluate suppliers, were chosen after a survey (Ounnar and Pujo 2005).

In section 3, we explain how the indicators associated to each criterion were built;

- Each supplier can define his own preferences on the criteria and the indicators which are taken into account in the calculation of its performance, to select CFPs on which he wishes to negotiate. That enables him to define his own policy of search for customers, by giving for example more importance to the criteria representing his best assets;

- Each customer keeps the possibility of indicating that he prefers to work with supplier X. He then knows the loss of productivity that such a decision can possibly generate. This is achieved in the criteria named ‘Strategy’.

- Each customer specifies his preferences concerning the criteria. This is done in the formula that allows to evaluate the performance of the supplier to respond to the customer needs. Indeed, in the performance formula, weights are given to the criteria, the greatest weight indicating the highest importance. These weights are specified by each customer.

2.3 Advantages of using AHP for the evaluation of the suppliers

The AHP is a suitable multi-criteria method for solving the problem of supplier evaluation. AHP can be used to determine both the importance of the weights for the criteria and the relative ranking of the alternative potential suppliers. The strength of the method lies in its ability to handle the judgmental factors (Narasimhan 1983).

When applied to the supplier evaluation problem, AHP accomplishes the following: (1) it provides a systematic approach that focuses on commonly and evaluative criteria, such as delays, costs, quality, and so on). AHP makes it easier for suppliers to quantify their subjective evaluations. (2) By using a step-by-step approach to quantification, the difficult task of processing the information about suppliers is simplified. (3) The determination of weights criterion and supplier’s ratings and rankings is accomplished in one integrated procedure. In order to apply AHP to the problem of supplier evaluation, it is necessary to elaborate the criteria and the associated indicators, thus allowing each supplier to compare its own performance with the best performance, to make the best supplier emerge for each Call For Proposal.
3 Evaluation of the individual performance

The formalization of the various criteria is obtained by decomposing each of them in a set of indicators. For that it was necessary to review the various types of the existing indicators in order to extract the most commonly used criteria and then to formalize from them criteria that respond to our goal. This review (Ounnar and Pujo 2005) enables us to present a set of criteria which can be used to evaluate the performance of the suppliers belonging to a network of partnership. Indeed, (Dickson 1966) examined the importance of supplier evaluation criteria and presented 23 supplier attributes that managers consider in such an evaluation. Additionally, (Choi and Hartley 1996) presented 26 supplier selection attributes from a survey of US automotive companies. (Nakato and Michael 1998) presented 14 supplier selection attributes from a survey of Japan automotive and electronic companies. (Dickson 1966) identified price, quality, and delivery performance as the three most important criteria in supplier evaluation. Moreover, (Weber et al. 1991) reviewed 74 articles from 1967 to 1990 based on the 23 vendor selection presented by (Dickson 1966) and conclude that quality was the most important factor, followed by delivery performance and price on supplier evaluation.

The review was also based on work relating to the selection of suppliers (D’Amours et al. 2001). This work is classified to be on a level higher than that of our work, because the work dealing with the selection of suppliers allows to select the suppliers that we are evaluating. This evaluation is carried out in the framework of a partnership network. (Pearson and Ellram 1995) examined supplier selection and evaluation criteria in small and large electronics firms and concluded that quality was the most important criterion in supplier selection and evaluation for both small and large electronic firms. Furthermore, (Thomas and Janet 1996) surveyed purchasing managers of US automotive companies and concluded that quality and delivery remained the most important criteria across all levels, even 30 years after the study of (Dickson 1966) on supplier selection. (Olhager and Selldin 2004) investigated supply chain management strategies and practices in a sample of 128 Swedish manufacturing firms and concluded that many aspects are important when companies choose supply chain partners. (Chen et al. 2005) indicates that from a survey conducted in 1998 on ‘Excellent supplier’, the weights of elements involved in supplier assessment are 44% quality, 36% delivery on time, 24% overall costs,
19% services, 6% technology and less than 5% for the remainder, including innovation, problem solving, knowledgeable personnel, good communication.

The aim of our research in this field was to initiate the development of a methodology for evaluating suppliers in the framework of a decentralized and self organized approach. The proposed process will not change if one decides to add criteria and/or to change certain criteria.

3.1 Elaboration of criteria and indicators system

The application of the multi-criteria method requires the elaboration and formalization of an adequate system of indicators. In order to elaborate this system, we have exploited an existing and reliable method. In their book, (Cerruti and Gattino 1992) suggest a multi-step method of indicator construction. This method more particularly addresses the construction of indicators for production management, but the principles and the steps we followed remain perfectly suited for the indicators defined and formalized for the supplier evaluation problem. ‘As seen in figure 1’.

3.1.1. Definition of field of measurement

Identifying a field of measurement involves defining the frame and the limits of the measurement. Our field of measurement within the frame of the establishment of a supplier evaluation method is defined as ‘the capacity of a supplier to meet the needs of a customer’.

3.1.2. The choice of objectives

The objectives make the measurement meaningful. In our case, it is defined as ‘the selection of the best CFP’.

3.1.3. Identification of variables and choice of measurable parameters

It is necessary to define one or several elements that will enable us to know where we are with regard to this objective during the measurement. These elements are the variables. Once listed, these various parameters will help us to select relevant indicators.

3.1.4. Selection of indicators

The selection of indicators can easily be done, since the measurable parameters of variables are represented by data. Figure 1 presents the selected indicators to determine the capacity of a supplier to respond to customer
needs.

3.1.5. Validation of selected indicators

It is necessary to validate the relevance of the selected indicators. The obvious question is then: when reading the indicators, are we really capable of reviewing the chosen field with regard to the objectives?

The next section will identify the indicators that will allow to estimate the suppliers according to criteria.

[Insert figure 1 about here]

3.2 Identification of criteria and indicators

Though the indicator is a promising tool in theory, it still remains complex in practice. Indeed, it is necessary to formalize the criteria to allow the performance estimation of each potential supplier. All the selected indicators are used in the composition of five criteria: delay, cost, quality, reliability and strategy.

3.2.1. Delay criterion ‘C₁’

The objective of this criterion is to ensure that the customer receives delivery as quickly as possible. The delay is the time between the expression of a need by the customer and the actual satisfaction of this need. This criterion can be reduced to two indicators:

- **Lead time ‘I₁₁’**: I₁₁ is a quantitative evaluation of the order preparation and\or completion delay. It can be defined as the sum of the operating times necessary for the processing of the order (Ounnar 1999).
- **Delivery time ‘I₁₂’**: I₁₂ is a quantitative evaluation of the transfer time or order shipping from the supplier to the customer (Shin *et al.* 2000).

3.2.2. Cost criterion ‘C₂’

The objective of this criterion is to ensure delivery at the best price. This criterion is a quantitative criterion that takes into account the various costs in the acquisition of goods. The cost criterion can be reduced to two indicators:

- **Cost of order ‘I₂₁’**: I₂₁ is a quantitative evaluation of before-tax prices of the order delivery, which excludes the cost of the delivery (D’Amours *et al.* 2001). This cost can consist of the cost of raw materials, hourly cost, consumables, etc. …
• **Cost of order delivery ‘I\textsubscript{12}’**: \textit{I\textsubscript{12}} is a quantitative evaluation of the net of tax order delivery price. It should be noted that the invoicing method could differ a lot from a supplier to the other. Indeed, it can be a fixed price depending on the order weight or quantity. The delivery cost can depend on the distance between the production site and the delivery site. Some suppliers deliver the order without invoicing.

3.2.3. **Quality criterion ‘C\textsubscript{3}’**

The objective of this criterion is to guarantee that the delivered products are of good quality and in accordance with specifications (D’Amours et al. 2001), that is, the criterion aims to minimize ‘unquality’. The indicators for this criterion can be quantitative or qualitative, and aim at describing continuity of service, compliance with the rules and compliance with expectations concerning the product. This criterion can be reduced to three indicators:

- **Rate of conformity ‘I\textsubscript{31}’**: \textit{I\textsubscript{31}} is a quantitative evaluation of the number of products’ ratio manufactured without defect and in accordance with the customer specifications to the total number of products manufactured (Shin et al. 2000, D’Amours et al. 2001, Movahedkhah and Thiel 2001).

- **Respect of a referential ‘I\textsubscript{32}’**: \textit{I\textsubscript{32}} is a qualitative evaluation of the technical performance, of the compliance to standards by the product as well as of the level of quality assurance of the supplier (Selmer 1998, D’Amours et al. 2001). This qualitative evaluation is performed by summarizing the quality points obtained. So, the company is granted a certain number of points each time it is accredited.

- **Rate of customer satisfaction ‘I\textsubscript{33}’**: \textit{I\textsubscript{33}} is a quantitative evaluation of the number of deliveries from a supplier to his customer with a quality of service. It is the ratio of the deliveries that aren’t returned to the total number of deliveries (Berrah and Vernadat 2001).

3.2.4. **Reliability criterion ‘C\textsubscript{4}’**

Reliability is the ability of any device to carry out a required function, under given conditions, for a given duration. The objective of this criterion is to guarantee that the delivered products are reliable. This criterion can also be used to evaluate the capacity of the company to meet deadlines. This criterion can be reduced to two indicators:
**Conformity in quantity of the orders ‘I₄₁’**: I₄₁ is a quantitative evaluation of the number of orders delivered in time in the right quantity. It is the ratio, based on the history of the deliveries, of the number of deliveries in the right quantity to the total number of deliveries (Berrah and Vernadat 2001, D’Amours et al. 2001).

**Respect for delivery times ‘I₄₂’**: I₄₂ is a quantitative evaluation of the number of complete deliveries in time. It is the ratio, based on the history of the deliveries, of the number of deliveries carried out in time to the total number of deliveries (Cerruti and Gattino 1992, Berrah and Vernadat 2001).

### 3.2.5. Strategy criterion ‘C₅’

In the evaluation of each supplier’s performance, qualitative criteria are taken into account. For example, privileged relationships link the customer and supplier. This criterion can be reduced to two indicators:

- **Allowance of differed payment ‘I₅₁’**: I₅₁ is a qualitative evaluation of the terms of payment granted to the customer (before delivery, on the day of delivery, one month after delivery, more than one month after delivery, etc.). These terms can differ from a supplier to another (Selmer 1998). They mean a big financial advantage for the customer.

- **Degree of privilege ‘I₅₂’**: it is the qualitative evaluation of the privileged or competitive relationship that exists between a customer and a supplier (Ounnar and Pujo 2001). The evaluation of degree of privilege between two companies is based on a scale of preference notation fixed by the customer.

This section defined a system of indicators for the application of the multi-criteria decision method (AHP) to the evaluation of each potential supplier. The application of the proposed multi-criteria method provides the alternative (the Call For Proposal) for which the supplier is the best.

### 4 Applying AHP to supplier evaluation: an illustration

In the sequel an example is described in order to illustrate previous comments. In this example a partners network, consisting of a customer C and three suppliers: S1, S2 and S3, is considered. The customer launches three Calls For Proposal CFP1, CFP2 and CFP3. Each CFP includes a set of information such as: broadcasting holon, required quantity by the customer, expected delivery period, negotiation delay, ‘As seen in table 1’.
The performance module of each holon (potential supplier), having received these Calls For Proposal uses the multi-criteria algorithm. This last one enables the classification of the CFPs.

4.1 Phase 1: Building a hierarchical process for supplier evaluation

The first phase in applying the AHP method is to build a hierarchical process for supplier evaluation. This is a key phase as it determines the purpose of the decision-making process (the general objective (L1)), on which criteria will be chosen for the evaluation (L2), which indicators will be used for each criterion (L3) and the calls for proposals that will be included (the alternatives (L4)), ‘As seen in figure 2’. Each supplier has the same hierarchical structure (Phase 1 of the AHP algorithm) since whole criteria and indicators are the same for all the partners.

- Level 1: The general objective level

The general objective is to find out the best call for proposal that will be evaluated in order to allow the supplier to be the best one on this CFP. In other words, AHP will classify a set of calls for proposals according to a best compromise between all the criteria we consider as important for the evaluation process.

- Levels 2 and 3: The criteria and their indicators

We have identified in section 3 a number of criteria that influence the choice of a call for proposal for the evaluation: delay, cost, quality, reliability and strategy criterion. Each criterion can be decomposed into a set of indicators.

- Level 4: The alternatives level

Level 4 identifies the different calls for proposals (called alternatives in AHP) to be classified. Calls for proposals are sent by the different customers.

4.2 Phases 2 & 3: Pair wise comparison of the elements of each built hierarchical level & Calculation of the relative weight between the elements of each two adjacent levels

In this phase we assess the importance of criteria one against the other (pair wise comparison). That indicates
which criterion is really important when choosing the best call for proposal. AHP requires the use of a scale of appreciation of 1 to 9. We have summarized the assessment in table 2. In this table, for example, 'Delay, Cost, and Quality' are indicated as equally important (value 1). ‘Delay’ is indicated as strongly more important than ‘Reliability’ (value 5) and ‘Cost’ is indicated as strongly more important than ‘Strategy’ (value 1/5).

[Insert table 2 about here]

In this phase we also assess for each criterion the importance of the indicators against each other (pair wise comparison). That shows which indicators are really important when we consider each criterion separately. The results are described in the table below.

[Insert table 3 about here]

In this phase we also assess for each alternative (call for proposal) the appropriate values for the different criteria and their indicators ‘As seen in table 4’. The information are used in phase 2 of the AHP algorithm regarding the binary comparisons of the alternatives (CFPs) level that have been made.

[Insert table 4 about here]

In what follows we apply phases 2, 3 and 4 to the decision-making process for supplier S1:

- The vector of relative importance of the criteria with regards to the general objective:

\[
CrOg = \begin{bmatrix}
0.2914 \\
0.3026 \\
0.0583 \\
0.05626
\end{bmatrix}
\]

- The vectors of relative importance (ICr_k: k=1, 2, ..., 5) of the indicators of each criterion with regards to the corresponding criteria C_k:

\[
ICr_1 = \begin{bmatrix}
0.75 \\
0.25
\end{bmatrix} ;
ICr_2 = \begin{bmatrix}
0.75 \\
0.25
\end{bmatrix} ;
ICr_3 = \begin{bmatrix}
0.60 \\
0.20
\end{bmatrix} ;
ICr_4 = \begin{bmatrix}
0.25 \\
0.75
\end{bmatrix} ;
ICr_5 = \begin{bmatrix}
0.17 \\
0.83
\end{bmatrix}
\]

- The vectors of relative importance of the alternatives (Al_i; i=1,2,3) (calls for proposals (CFP_i; i=1,2,3)) with regards to the indicators I_k,j of each criterion C_k (k=1, 2, 4, 5 ; j=1,2 ; for k=3  j=1, 2, 3):
4.3 Phases 4: Aggregation of the relative weights of the different hierarchical levels

Phase 5 of the AHP algorithm allows to obtain the vector of relative importance of the alternatives (CFPs) with regards to the general objective. From the obtained results in phases 2, 3, 4 by carrying out matrix products we obtain the following matrix which provides the importance of the alternatives (CFP1, CFP2, CFP3) (represented by the rows in the above AlCr matrix) with regards to each criterion (C1, C2, …, C5) (represented by the columns in the above AlCr matrix).

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
0.43 \\
0.29 \\
0.29 \\
0.33 \\
0.33 \\
0.33 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

4.4 Results

Considering this matrix and the vector of relative importance of the criteria (CrOg), above obtained, the following results are obtained from the performance module of each holon ‘As seen in table 5’. It allows the calculation of the relative importance vector of the latest level (Alternatives (CFPs) : Al) compared to the first level (General Objective : GOb):

\[
AlCr = \begin{bmatrix}
0.55 & 0.93 & 0.33 & 0.33 & 0.33 \\
0.23 & 0.05 & 0.33 & 0.33 & 0.33 \\
0.22 & 0.02 & 0.33 & 0.33 & 0.33 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
AlGOb = \begin{bmatrix}
0.57 \\
0.22 \\
0.21 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]
The same calculations are done for suppliers S2 and S3. Table 5 presents the final result for all suppliers. As one can notice on the table, supplier S1 is capable of answering CFP1. It is thus placed on the first rank of its priority vector. Supplier S2 is more competent for CFP3 and supplier S3 is more successful in CFP2. Each of the suppliers proceeds to the calculation of its individual performance for the CFP classified as the first one in the preferences vector to send its answer on the network.

The performance of the Call For Proposal classified as the first in the preferences vector of each supplier allow the supplier to bid only if he is ranked as the best in comparison of the answer circulating on the network. The associated performance to this kind of Calls For Proposals allows assigning Calls For Proposals, obtained by emergence, to the various suppliers participating in the negotiation. The first supplier who bids is considered to be the best until another provides a better answer. In this example, supplier S1 is better with regard to CFP1. He calculates the individual performance and he sends his bid with his performance on the network. The same process will be followed by the other suppliers S2 and S3.

5 Conclusion and discussions

If the optimization of logistic networks is to be implemented efficiently, a change in attitude and philosophy is needed. We have proposed a decentralized self-organized control model based on the concept of holarchic system that aims at improving the customers-suppliers relationship. The decentralized self-organized control model allows a balance to be achieved between load and capacity at the supplier level, and produces a smoothing of the load curve among the various suppliers with the long-term objective of establishing a fair system among the suppliers on the network. The proposed approach also produces a sharing of the earnings, an optimizing of resources, reduced dysfunctions, and increased productivity in the whole supply chain from the supplier to the customer.

This paper details more particularly the Performance Module of a holon. Indeed, the notion of industrial performance is complex. Besides productivity other forms of performance have gradually imposed themselves, induced by a competitiveness based not only on the costs but also on the quality of the products / services and especially on the delays. In this context, the performance cannot any longer be restricted to cost reduction and to
an increase of the volume of production. It requires a multi-criteria approach. This paper, proposes quantifying an individual evaluation of each potential supplier bidding to Calls For Proposals emitted by the customer, according to rules and criteria that are impartial and common to all. Each supplier has therefore become self-organized.

Improving customers-suppliers relationships is of paramount importance to stay competitive in today’s market. Over the last years, companies have been forced to improve their customers-suppliers relationships because customers are demanding better and better products and services. And if customers do not receive what they want from one supplier, they have many others to choose from. In this paper, the proposed approach involves company reorganization. Thus, it is necessary to guide companies in order to help them to manage change effectively. As it is known change can be viewed from two perspectives: from those implementing the change and from the recipients of change. With our proposal we deal with those that will be the executive demanding the change and with those that will be the front line employee who may be unsure why a change is even needed.

Like any change, the proposed approach also implies a socio-cultural challenge resulting from the severe organizational effects on the involved people, which may lead them to react against those changes (Reijers and Limam Mansar 2004). This challenge is also found in Business Process Reengineering (BPR).

The proposed approach is an innovative approach; it involves changes in the customers-suppliers relationships practices. An industrial case study requires that several companies, of the same economic sector, in direct competition, accept to belong to a system of partnership. Currently, we work on this point in order to obtain the necessary data but it is a work of long duration. The goal of this paper is to make clear, through the presented example, the relevance of the proposal to industrial practice. We detailed the operation in order to help managers to apply our proposal. As BPR was introduced in manufacturing/service industries with the objective of changing the management of the supply chain (Gunasekaran and Nath 1997), we can study the possible link between BPR and the application of the proposal. The business process has to undergo fundamental changes to improve productivity and quality. It is also the case with the proposed approach. The companies are not opposed with our proposal, but as BPR, it requires time to be applied. Many papers present their ideas and findings on BPR through a focus on
logistics; partnership sourcing and electronic data interchange (Maull and Childe 1994). So in the future we will work on linking BPR with our approach in order to facilitate the application of our proposal.

Currently, we mainly work on:

- The communication module: indeed, we have to manage the communications between the different holons as well as the sharing of data allowing to implement the communication of the information. The complete system being distributed we exploit the communication environment using the standard HLA (High-Level Architecture) which furthermore responds to the question of search for interoperability.

- The addition of a simulation module to the performance module: the evaluation of performance is based on a multi-criteria analysis. The criteria are of qualitative and/or quantitative nature and require a knowledge of the past, present and future state of the system. The values of the criteria concerning the future state of the system could be obtained by simulating the model of this system (initialized by its present state). The simulation can generate and test several solutions and compare them, to obtain the best possible respond that the supplier can hold.
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**Figure 1** Choice and selection of indicators

**Figure 2** Example hierarchical process of decision-making

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CFP1</th>
<th>CFP2</th>
<th>CFP3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Broadcasting entity</strong></td>
<td>Customer</td>
<td>Customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Negotiation delay</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Delivery delay</strong></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quantity</strong></td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 CFPs characteristics
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Delay</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Quality</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delay</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Relative importance’s matrices (criteria)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>I_{11}</th>
<th>I_{12}</th>
<th>I_{21}</th>
<th>I_{22}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I_{11}</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I_{12}</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>I_{31}</th>
<th>I_{32}</th>
<th>I_{33}</th>
<th>I_{41}</th>
<th>I_{42}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I_{31}</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I_{32}</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I_{33}</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>I_{51}</th>
<th>I_{52}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I_{51}</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I_{52}</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Relative importance’s matrices (indicators)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Supplier 1</th>
<th>Supplier 2</th>
<th>Supplier 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CFP1</td>
<td>CFP2</td>
<td>CFP3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I_{11}</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I_{12}</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I_{21}</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I_{22}</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I_{31}</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I_{32}</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I_{33}</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I_{41}</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I_{42}</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I_{51}</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I_{52}</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 Indicators’ values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Supplier 1</th>
<th>Supplier 2</th>
<th>Supplier 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customer</td>
<td>Emit Calls For Proposals CFP1, CFP2 and CFP3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFP 1</td>
<td>CFP 2</td>
<td>CFP 1</td>
<td>CFP 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFP 1</td>
<td>CFP 3</td>
<td>CFP 1</td>
<td>CFP 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFP 2</td>
<td>CFP 1</td>
<td>CFP 1</td>
<td>CFP 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 Classification of Calls For Proposals (CFPs)